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Hi Allison - Hope you are well. Just checking in on the email below? 

On Aug 3, 2018, at 5: 12 PM, Erin Epperson <~2_@~~-S_Q_gjf!J~_g_~n;~it_~_Lg_g_m> wrote: 

A few questions from P& Ton the draft MM. I'm wondering if you could let me know your 
thoughts? 

Impact CR-Sa: 
1. Do the HABS photos (we would likely do digital) need to be printed? If so, are there 

specific requirements (size, paper stock, color, digital CD, etc.) Another option P& T 
suggested is to contact each repository (there are 8 listed for this mitigation measure) 
and ask whether they would prefer hard copy, digital, or both. Per P& T some 
repositories, like the Northwest Information Center of the California Historical 
Resources Information System, receive so many materials to archive that they are now 
prefer to be emailed digital copies instead of mailing hard copies. 

2. The HABS-level photography also requires the inclusion of historical photographs. If the 
HABS photos are printed, should these be formatted and printed in the same way? (P& T 
said they typically include historical photos in the HABS report, not in the collection of 
printed photos.) 

3. Will each of the 8 repositories receive the print-on-demand book? Will this be in 
addition to loose printed photos and a bound or unbound report, or INSTEAD of those 
materials? Should we offer just the book and a digital CD of all materials to repositories? 

Impact CR-Sb: 
4. For the video recordation, would Planning expect a mobile walkthrough-in other 

words, the videographer has a handheld camera and walks through a building and 
around it? Could the video combine walkthrough segments and pans and/or still shots 
from specific vantage points? 

Thanks for your help Allison! 
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